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Abstract

Genomic disorders are the clinical conditions manifested by submicroscopic genomic rearrangements including copy

number variants (CNVs). The CNVs can be identified by array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), the most

commonly used technology for molecular diagnostics of genomic disorders. However, clinical aCGH only informs CNVs in the

probe-interrogated regions. Neither orientational information nor the resulting genomic rearrangement structure is provided,

which is a key to uncovering mutational and pathogenic mechanisms underlying genomic disorders. Long-range polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) is a traditional approach to obtain CNV breakpoint junction, but this method is inefficient when chal-

lenged by structural complexity such as often found at the PLP1 locus in association with Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease

(PMD). Here we introduced ‘capture and single-molecule real-time sequencing’ (cap-SMRT-seq) and newly developed ‘asym-

metry linker-mediated nested PCR walking’ (ALN-walking) for CNV breakpoint sequencing in 49 subjects with PMD-

associated CNVs. Remarkably, 29 (94%) of the 31 CNV breakpoint junctions unobtainable by conventional long-range PCR

were resolved by cap-SMRT-seq and ALN-walking. Notably, unexpected CNV complexities, including inter-chromosomal
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rearrangements that cannot be resolved by aCGH, were revealed by efficient breakpoint sequencing. These sequence-based

structures of PMD-associated CNVs further support the role of DNA replicative mechanisms in CNVmutagenesis, and facili-

tate genotype–phenotype correlation studies. Intriguingly, the lengths of gained segments by CNVs are strongly correlated

with clinical severity in PMD, potentially reflecting the functional contribution of other dosage-sensitive genes besides PLP1.

Our study provides new efficient experimental approaches (especially ALN-walking) for CNV breakpoint sequencing and

highlights their importance in uncovering CNVmutagenesis and pathogenesis in genomic disorders.

Introduction

Genomic copy number variation (CNV) is one of the major sour-

ces of human genetic diversity (1). Large CNVs at several gen-

omic loci result in genomic disorders, such as Charcot-Marie-

Tooth disease type 1A (MIM: 118220), DiGeorge syndrome (MIM:

188400) and Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD [MIM: 312080])

(2–4). Furthermore, CNVs can also be involved in susceptibilities

to complex diseases including Alzheimer disease, autism and

obesity (5–7). Notably, somatic CNV mutations can drive cancer

genome evolution (8).

Array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) is

the most commonly used genome technology for molecular

diagnostics of genomic disorders and other CNV-related dis-

eases (9–11). However, aCGH does not provide comprehensively

the complete sequence-based variant information of CNV struc-

tures. For example, a genomic duplicated segment may be

organized in tandem (head-to-tail orientation) or it can be in-

serted in a heterologous chromosome, alternatives that cannot

be distinguished by array-based genome technologies (12,13).

This technical limitation can sometimes hamper interpretation

of experimental findings and prevent complete understanding

of mutational and pathogenic mechanisms underlying CNV-

related diseases. Therefore, CNV breakpoint sequencing follow-

ing clinical target aCGH is needed to fully reveal CNV structures

at base-pair resolution. Long-range polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) amplification of CNV breakpoint junctions for Sanger

sequencing is a conventional method of CNV breakpoint

sequencing (14–16). However, this assay is not efficient, espe-

cially for the duplication CNVs at loci with complex genome

architecture. Therefore, efficient methods of CNV breakpoint

sequencing are imperative for genomic disorders, especially for

PMD-associated CNVs and other challenging genomic loci. In

this study, we introduced two methods for CNV breakpoint

sequencing: capture and single-molecule real-time DNA

sequencing (cap-SMRT-seq) and asymmetry linker-mediated

nested PCR walking (ALN-walking). The majority (94%) of the

challenging PMD-associated duplication breakpoints that failed

to be elucidated by long-range PCR were resolved by our effi-

cient cap-SMRT-seq and ALN-walking. Therefore, the combined

approaches, i.e. high-resolution aCGH plus CNV breakpoint

sequencing (especially ALN-walking), enabled sequence-based

resolution of PMD-associated CNVs, uncovered unexpected

CNV complexities, and revealed a correlation between the gen-

omic contents gained by CNV with clinical severity in PMD.

Results

Complex PMD-associated CNVs identified by high-
resolution aCGH

High-resolution aCGH was used to investigate 49 subjects with

PMD (Table 1), for whom multiplex ligation-dependent probe

amplification (MLPA) analysis indicated PLP1 copy-number

gains (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). In 48 of 49

subjects, PLP1 was duplicated, while PLP1 was triplicated in sub-

ject J089 (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). High-

resolution aCGH assay also revealed potential CNV structural

complexities that were not detected by low-resolution MLPA.

Apparent simple duplications (i.e. continuous genomic seg-

ments with copy number gains shown by aCGH) were observed

in 35/49 subjects whereas 14/49 present complex CNVs based on

the aCGH analysis (Fig. 2). The PMD-associated CNV in the fe-

male subject JL21 was large and exceeded the coverage of the

PMD-target aCGH utilized in this study. Therefore, the genome-

wide aCGH was used for re-mapping of the CNV in JL21, result-

ing in the identification of a 33.5-Mb duplication of Xq21.1-Xq24.

The aCGH analyses revealed a high frequency (29%, 14/49) of

complex CNV patterns suggesting complex genomic rearrange-

ments (CGRs) (Fig. 2). These CNV complexities included inter-

spersed duplications (DUP-NML-DUP in subject J029, J049, J068,

J077, J084 and J090; DUP-NML-DUP-NML-DUP in subject J021;

DUP, duplication; NML, normal) and triplications (TRPs) flanked

by duplications (DUP-TRP-DUP in subject J007, J032, J061, J082,

J089, J091 and J102) (Fig. 2). However, technical limitations of the

aCGH assay prevented further resolution of CNV structure; es-

pecially determining the genomic orientations of these PMD-

associated CNVs. Therefore, CNV breakpoint sequencing was

pursued to further resolve CGR and reveal sequence-based CNV

structures.

Efficient CNV breakpoint sequencing

The high-resolution aCGH results predicted 64 CNV breakpoint

junctions, 11 of which were consistent with the homologous re-

combinations between paired low-copy repeats (LCR) (Figs 1

and 2). The remaining 53 breakpoint junctions were predicted to

be produced using undetermined substrate sequences from

unique genomic regions (Figs 1 and 2). Long-range PCR was con-

ducted and allowed amplification of only 23 out of 53 putative

CNV breakpoint junctions. Here, using cap-SMRT-seq and ALN-

walking, we successfully resolved most (94%) of the 31 challeng-

ing junctions that failed to be obtained by conventional long-

range PCR.

The cap-SMRT-seq method was modified partially based on

the previously reported principle of enriching DNA fragments of

multiple CNV breakpoint junctions on a DNA capture array (17).

To obtain long sequencing reads for CNV breakpoint analysis in

an unbiased CNV formation model, we employed the single-

molecular real-time (SMRT) technology (Pacific Biosciences) in

our method of cap-SMRT-seq.

Among the 31 CNV breakpoint junctions that failed to be

resolved by long-range PCR in this study, cap-SMRT-seq suc-

cessfully resolved 17 breakpoint junctions (Supplementary

Material, Table S1). Cap-SMRT-seq is more efficient in resolving

breakpoints of simple CNVs (68%, 13/19) than those of complex

CNVs (33%, 4/12) (Supplementary Material, Table S1).

The remaining 14 CNV breakpoint junctions were not ob-

tained by either long-range PCR or cap-SMRT-seq. We therefore
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developed another experimental approach, named ALN-

walking (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Material, Table S2), based

on the principle of genome walking and linker-mediated

nested PCR. Intriguingly, ALN-walking resolved the majority

(86%, 12/14) of these most challenging breakpoint junctions

(Supplementary Material, Table S1). This success rate of ALN-

walking was much higher than that of long-range PCR (42%, 22/

53) and cap-SMRT-seq (55%, 17/31).

Table 1. Clinical features of 49 subjects with PMD

Subject PCS Last evaluation age Disease onset Psychomotor development (age at milestones acquisition) Other

symptom
Head control Sitting Standing Walking Simple language expression

J003 2 65 m 10 d 24 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 16 m No

J007 3 22 m 0 d 22 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 22 m No

J010 2 125 m 20 d Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq No

J016 4 80 m 1 m 3.5 m 7 m Not acq Not acq 12 m R

J018a NA 7 m 6m Not acq NA NA NA NA JC

J019 1 54 m 5 d 7.5 m 36 m Not acq Not acq 48 m DK

J021a NA 11 m 35 d 6 m Not acq Not acq NA NA No

J026 5 85 m 9 m 5 m 9m Not acq Not acq 24 m No

J029 1 360 m 0 d 12 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 18 m DP, JC

J031 0 62 m 0 d Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP

J032 2 116 m 7 d 38 m 108 m Not acq Not acq 12 m No

J033 3 126 m 0 d 8 m 24 m 48 m Not acq 29 m JC, DK

J035 2 72 m 4 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq 30 m DP

J038 2 48 m 9 d 3 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 24 m DK

J040 0 72 m 10 d 60 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP

J041a NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

J043 0 47 m 0 d Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP, T

J044 1 144 m 3 m 12 m 96 m Not acq Not acq 36 m DP

J046 4 48 m 0 d 7.5 m 24 m 36 m Not acq 24 m No

J049 1 116 m 0 d 86 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 24 m DP, T

J050 1 50 m 15 d 12 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 18 m DP, T, C

J052 1 68 m 2 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP, T

J057 4 116 m 0 d 7 m 8m Not acq Not acq 24 m No

J061 3 86 m 10 d 9 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 12 m No

J064 5 26 m 2 m 3.5 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 12 m No

J065 4 48 m 1 m 7 m 12 m Not acq Not acq 24 m T

J068a NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

J069 3 57 m 2 m 3 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 30 m JC

J077 4 132 m 2 m 3 m 12 m 66 m 102 m 36 m DK

J078 5 146 m 20 d 7.5 m 12 m 78 m 102 m 24 m No

J079 4 35 m 3 m 5 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP, DK

J080 5 27 m 3 m 5 m 10 m Not acq Not acq 15 m No

J082 5 62 m 1 m 7.5 m 12 m Not acq Not acq 24 m No

J083 5 27 m 1 m 3 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq No

J084 5 106 m 21 d 4 m 8m Not acq Not acq 12 m No

J086 3 65 m 0 d 5.5 m 6 m Not acq Not acq 12 m DK

J089a NA 12 m 15 d 10 m Not acq Not acq Not acq NA C

J090 4 60 m 2.7 m 8 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 15 m No

J091 1 64 m 0 d 13.5 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq No

J095 3 132 m 0 d 6 m 6m Not acq Not acq 11 S

J097 4 43 m 3 m 18 m 19 m Not acq Not acq 8 m No

J102 3 29 m 15 d 12 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 24 m No

J103 1 69 m 2 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP, T

J104 5 20 m 2 m 4 m 20 m Not acq Not acq 20 m No

J107 4 40 m 3 m 5 m Not acq Not acq Not acq 24 m No

J108a NA 9 m 3m 4 m Not acq NA NA NA No

J109 1 47 m 4 m 15 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Not acq DP, T

JL21b NA 18 m 3m 6 m 12 m Not acq Not acq Not acq Died at 18m

L007a NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Note: All the subjects with PCS showed nystagmus at onset except J097 whose initial symptom was developmental delay. Most cases represented hypotonia and a few

cases occasionally with paroxysmal dystonia. MRI all had hypomyelination.

C, convulsion; d, day; DD, developmental delay; DK, dyskinesia; DP, dysphagia; JC, joint contracture; m, month; NA, not available; R, retrogress; S, stridor; T, tremor.

‘Not acq’ means ‘Not acquire the milestone at the last evaluation age’.
aThese seven subjects with incomplete clinical information were not included in the genotype–phenotype correlation study.
bFemale case, not included in phonotype–genotype correlation analysis.
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The detailed breakpoint information and proposed CNV

structures comprehensively revealed by efficient breakpoint

sequencing are described in Table 2, Supplementary Material,

Tables S3 and S4.

Additional CNV complexities revealed by breakpoint
sequencing

High-resolution aCGH revealed apparent simple CNVs in 35 sub-

jects and complex CNVs in 14 subjects (Fig. 1). Using efficient

CNV breakpoint sequencing, we identified unanticipated com-

plex CNVs yielding CGR that could not be identified by high-

resolution aCGH. These further complexities were resolved in

seven apparent aCGH-based ‘simple’ CNVs and 2 of the 14 ap-

parent complex CNVs, which added up to 21 (43%) sequence-

based complex CNVs in the PMD subjects of this study (Table 2

and Supplementary Material, Table S4).

The newly revealed complexities could be classified into three

groups. (i) Small templated insertions at the breakpoint junctions.

We only considered the fragments above 20bp at the junctions

as templated insertions. The insertional events could be inverted

or in a tandem orientation (Table 2). The templated insertions

were found in subject J026 (30bp and 41bp), J068 (116bp), J079

(40bp and 70bp, Fig. 4) and J090 (21bp and 25bp). (ii) Intra-CNV

rearrangement. High-resolution aCGH showed a simple duplica-

tion at the PLP1 locus in both J046 and J052. However, breakpoint

junction sequences showed a 3.4-kb TRP buried within the dupli-

cation in J046. We also found that the duplication in J052 was ac-

tually constituted by two closely located duplications separated

by a 3.3-kb normal region by breakpoint sequencing. This re-

sulted in a DUP-TRP/INV-DUP and DUP-NML-INV/DUP structure

respectively (INV, inverted). (iii) Inter-chromosomal and inter-

locus rearrangement (Fig. 5). High-resolution aCGH revealed ap-

parent single duplication in subject J003, J050 and J109 and an

interspersed duplication in J077 at Xq22. The breakpoint junction

sequences of these subjects suggested inter-locus and inter-

chromosomal rearrangements, which were confirmed by

genome-wide aCGH assay (Fig. 2 and Table 2).

Figure 1. Workflow of CNV analyses and breakpoint sequencing for 49 subjects with PMD-associated PLP1 gene CNVs. PLP1 gene CNVs were identified initially by MLPA

assay and were further verified by high-resolution aCGH. The sequence-based CNV structures were investigated comprehensively by CNV breakpoint sequencing.

Besides the traditional long-range PCR, two efficient methods for CNV breakpoint sequencing, ‘cap-SMRT-seq’ and ‘ALN-walking’, were employed. SD, segmental

duplication.
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Breakpoint characteristics and CNVmutational
mechanisms

CNV breakpoint characteristics (Table 2, Supplementary

Material, Tables S3 and S4) were informative for the investiga-

tions of CNV mutational mechanisms (1). All 28 sequence-based

simple PLP1 duplications were confirmed to be tandem duplica-

tions at the PLP1 locus (Supplementary Material, Table S3).

Microhomology (1–5bp) or blunt ends occurred in the junction

of 25/28 (89%) subjects (Supplementary Material, Table S3), indi-

cating that microhomology-mediated break-induced replication

(MMBIR) or non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) as potential

mechanisms underlying these non-recurrent junctions (1,18).

The remaining 21 sequence-based complex PLP1 CNVs were

generated by various mechanisms. Break-induced replication

(BIR) paired with MMBIR and/or NHEJ (18,19) was a major con-

tributor (52%) for complex and inverted junctions formation (in

subject J007, J021, J032, J046, J052, J061, J068, J077, J082, J090 and

J102) (Table 2 and Supplementary Material, Table S4). The

MMBIR mechanism (18) also contributed, alone or paired with

NHEJ, to form CGR with complex CNV junctions with or without

Figure 2. The CNV analysis by high-resolution aCGH identified simple and complex CNVs involving the PLP1 gene. Human chromosome region Xq22.1–22.3 is illus-

trated. The red circle is the PLP1 gene marked by a vertical gray shadow. The scale indicates the relative genomic distance to PLP1. The arrows in the same color indi-

cate LCR pairs sharing high identity of DNA sequences and the arrow directions indicate the relative genomic orientations. Duplications are shown as horizontal red

bars, while TRPs as blue bars. The subject indexes are given on the left. 35 subjects with aCGH-based simple PLP1 CNVs are shown above, while 14 subjects with aCGH-

based complex PLP1 CNVs are shown below. Dotted red lines indicate the large duplications in Subjects JL21, J031 and J019. Additional CNV complexities of inter-locus

or even inter-chromosomal rearrangements were revealed by breakpoint sequencing in Subjects J003, J050, J077 and J109.

1931Human Molecular Genetics, 2017, Vol. 26, No. 10 |
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inversions in subject J026, J029, J049 and J050 (Table 2 and

Supplementary Material, Table S4). Alu- or long interspersed nu-

clear element (LINE)-mediated rearrangements (20) paired with

MMBIR or NHEJ was also an alternative important apparent me-

diator of template switching resulting in complex CNV junction

formation (in subject J079, J084 and J102) (Table 2 and

Supplementary Material, Table S4).

Intriguingly, we found a high frequency (33%, 14/49) of sin-

gle- or oligo-nucleotide changes at or near breakpoints in

our PMD-associated CNVs (Supplementary Material, Tables S3

Figure 3. Schematic overview of ALN-walking for CNV breakpoint sequencing. An example of a PLP1 gene duplication is illustrated. The patient DNA library with asym-

metry linkers is constructed before ALN-walking. Each walking step includes: two rounds of asymmetry linker-mediated nested PCR, blue-white selection and clone

sequencing. The first step of ALN-walking begins at the end of duplication toward breakpoint interval. The breakpoint-specific primers (BP-1, BP-2 and BP-3) were de-

signed with melting temperatures of �65.8, 58.9 and 55 �C, respectively according to the online tool of UCSC In-Silico PCR. The first round of nested PCR was conducted

using DNA library and BP-1 (as a reverse primer) for linear amplifications of 12 cycles. After that, the linker-specific primer LP-1 was added into the reaction system as

a forward primer, followed by 12 cycles for logarithmic amplifications. The PCR products were purified by the AMPure beads to remove primers and small fragments.

The second round of nested PCR was conducted using the BP-2 and LP-2 primers, the purified products and the same conditions of the first round of nested PCR. The

products of the second round were purified and used for blue-white selection and sequence analysis. Once no breakpoint but the human reference genome sequence

is obtained, a further step of ALN-walking is needed.

1932 | Human Molecular Genetics, 2017, Vol. 26, No. 10
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and S4). These genetic variations were absent in the databases

of 1000 Genomes Project and ExAC (21,22). Because there

were not enough genomic DNAs from the patients or their

mothers, we did not confirm whether these nucleotide

changes resulted from de novo mutations during CNV forma-

tion. These observations were presumably consistent with

the error-prone replicative repair mechanism in CNV muta-

genesis (23–25).

Table 2. Characteristics of sequence-based complex CNVs

Subject Genomic Structure Junction Position (GRCh37/hg19) Orientation Junction

Characteristics

Mutational Mechanism

J003 NA [Chr10:125372718]::[ChrX:103251274] þ Microhomology NA

[ChrX:103251296]::[ChrX:102695417] þ Microhomology

NA þ NA

J007 DUP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:102511787]::[ChrX:103202658] � Insertion BIR paired with NHEJ

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J021 DUP-NML-INV/DUP-NML-DUP [ChrX:103059232]::[ChrX:102788263] þ Microhomology BIR paired with MMBIR

and NHEJ[ChrX:103494493]::[ChrX:103253841] � Blunt ends

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J026 DUP-TRP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:103088820]::[ChrX:102848601] þ Microhomology MMBIR paired with NHEJ

[ChrX:102848630]::[ChrX:102848589] � Microhomology

[ChrX:102848549]::[ChrX:102844927] � Insertion

J029 DUP-NML-INV/DUP [ChrX:104474209]::[ChrX:103242053] � Blunt ends MMBIR paired with NHEJ

[ChrX:102778931]::[ChrX:103832307] � Microhomology

J032 DUP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:LCR-F1]&[ChrX:LCR-F2] � LCR pairs BIR paired with Alu-

mediated

rearrangement

[ChrX:101881087]::[ChrX:106950418] � AluSg::AluY

J046 DUP-TRP/INV-DUP [ChrX:101861310]::[ChrX:103220139] � Insertion BIR paired with NHEJ

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J049 DUP-NML-INV/DUP [ChrX:103173486]::[ChrX:102219438] � Microhomology MMBIR

[ChrX:102128770]::[ChrX:102308193] � Microhomology

J050 DUP(Xp11)-NML-DUP(Xq22) [ChrX:103235750]::[ChrX:41942956] � Microhomology MMBIR

[ChrX:41658078]::[ChrX:102615812] � Microhomology

J052 DUP-NML-INV/DUP [ChrX:LCR-BA1b]&[ChrX:LCR-AA1a] � LCR pairs BIR paired with MMBIR

[ChrX:102606726]::[ChrX:103246466] � Microhomology

J061 DUP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:102847406]::[ChrX:103095764] � Insertion BIR paired with NHEJ

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J068 DUP-TRP-DUP-NML-INV/DUP [ChrX:102853876]::[ChrX:102871485] þ Microhomology BIR paired with MMBIR

[ChrX:102871370]::[ChrX:103286451] � Microhomology

[ChrX:LCR-BA1b]&[ChrX:LCR-AA1a] � LCR pairs

J077 DUP- NML-INV/DUP,DUP (Chr6) [ChrX:102558373]::[Chr6:110690627] þ Insertion BIR paired with NHEJ

[Chr6:110422092]::[ChrX:103264601] � Insertion

[ChrX:LCR-BA1b]&[ChrX:LCR-AA1a] � LCR pairs

J079 DUP-NML-DUP-NML-INV/DUP [ChrX:102708275]::[ChrX:102321549] � Microhomology MMBIR paired with NHEJ

and Alu-mediated

rearrangement

[ChrX:102321588]::[ChrX:102292094] þ Insertion

[ChrX:102292163]::[ChrX:103052112] � AluSz6::AluJb

J082 DUP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:102920976]::[ChrX:103190460] � Microhomology BIR paired with MMBIR

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J084 DUP-NML-DUP [ChrX:103423343]::[ChrX:102913718] þ Insertion LINE-mediated re-

arrangement paired

with NHEJ

[ChrX:103129090]::[ChrX:103392917] þ L1PA4::L1PA3

J089 NA NA � NA NA

[ChrX:LCR-C]&[ChrX:LCR-D] � LCR pairs

J090 DUP-TRP-DUP-NML-INV/

DUP-NML-INV/DUP

[ChrX:102600614]::[ChrX:111314601] � Insertion BIR paired with NHEJ

and MMBIR[ChrX:111314621]::[ChrX:103234202] � Microhomology

[ChrX:103234178]::[ChrX:103284632] � Microhomology

[ChrX:LCR-BA1b]&[ChrX:LCR-AA1a] � LCR pairs

J091 NA NA � NA NA

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J102 DUP-INV/TRP-DUP [ChrX:102909074]::[ChrX:103135477] þ Microhomology BIR paired with MMBIR

[ChrX:LCR-AA1a]&[ChrX:LCR-BA1b] � LCR pairs

J109 DUP(Xq21)-NML-DUP(Xq22) [ChrX:103233572]::[ChrX:87582110] þ Insertion Alu-mediated rearrange-

ment paired with

NHEJ

[ChrX:87837563]::[ChrX:102613808] þ AluY::AluY

NA, not available.

::, exact junction positions determined by breakpoint-sequencing analysis.

&, predicted junctions according to reported CNV structure.
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CNV contents in PMD subjects

The comprehensively resolved breakpoints could clearly reveal

the CNV structures and their affected genomic contents. The

PMD-associated CNVs with only one breakpoint junction were

tandem duplications (Supplementary Material, Table S3). In the

CGR with multiple breakpoint junctions, there were multiple

gained segments resulting from TRP, inverted duplication or

inter-chromosomal rearrangements (Supplementary Material,

Table S4). Based on the detailed breakpoint data, we could read-

ily measure the lengths of gained segments (from 120kb to

33.5Mb) and their genomic contents (from 4 to 137 protein-

coding genes) for all PMD-associated CNVs in this study

(Table 3). These variable gain lengths and/or gained gene copy

numbers might partially account for the diversity of clinical

phenotype and severity between PMD subjects.

Correlation of CNV contents with clinical severity in
PMD

In this study, 8 out of 49 subjects were excluded from the geno-

type–phenotype correlation study due to incomplete clinical in-

formation (subject J041, J068 and L007), young age (subject J018,

J021 and J108), gender (a female subject JL021) and PLP1 TRP

(subject J089) (Table 1). The remaining 41 qualified subjects were

categorized into two groups according to the phenotypic classi-

fication score (PCS) in this study (Table 1 and Supplementary

Material, Table S5). Values from 0 to 2 of PCS represented severe

phenotypes (17 subjects), while values from 3 to 5 suggested

relatively milder phenotypes (24 subjects).

The potential correlation of CNV size with PMD severity was

hypothesized and investigated in a previous study (26), but no

statistical significance was observed based on the small sample

size. Intriguingly, while PLP1 gene duplications generally mani-

fested PMD phenotypes in the X-linked recessive manner, a fe-

male patient caused by an extremely large PLP1 duplication was

also reported (27). This observation suggests that CNV sizes and

genomic contents are likely to contribute to clinical severity in

PMD. Therefore, we compared the sizes of PMD-associated

CNVs between severe and mild PMD groups. Interestingly, the

gained genomic segments are much longer in the severe group

(PCS 0–2) than those in the mild group (PCS 3–5) (P ¼ 0.004,

Fig. 6A).

To further examine a potential molecular basis for the above

correlation, we also counted the annotated protein-coding

genes in the duplicated or triplicated genomic segments.

Consistently, the subjects in the severe group gained more cop-

ies of coding genes than those in the mild group (P ¼ 0.009,

Fig 6B). Considering the fact that the majority of human coding

Figure 4. CNV breakpoint sequencing identified additional structural complexity in an aCGH-based apparent simple CNV. The aCGH results showed a ‘simple’ PLP1 du-

plication in Subject J079. CNV breakpoint sequencing identified two short duplications inserted at the breakpoint junction, revealing a complex rearrangement event.

These two additional duplications are less than 100bp, which is beyond the resolution of aCGH. The corresponding genomic positions of these two duplications are

shown in the aCGH plot.
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genes are not dosage-sensitive and their copy-number changes

may not be pathogenic (28), we investigated the dosage-

sensitive genes affected by PMD-associated CNVs. The informa-

tion of potential dosage-sensitive genes was obtained from the

DECIPHER database (29). The genes with haploinsufficiency

score of 10% or less (28,30) were taken as dosage-sensitive genes

in this study. Remarkably, we found that the PMD subjects in

the severe group gained more copies of dosage-sensitive genes

than those in the mild group (P ¼ 0.015, Fig. 6C). In addition to

PLP1, two of these dosage-sensitive genes, CASK and IL1RAPL2

are also implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders (Table 3)

(31,32). Therefore, the large PMD-associated PLP1 duplications

also affecting CASK and/or IL1RAPL2 may manifest more clinical

severity based upon a mutational burden hypothesis in clinical

variance (33–35). Intriguingly, such large PLP1-CASK and PLP1-

IL1RAPL2 duplications were found in 5 out of 17 subjects within

the severe PMD group, while absent in the mild group (Fisher’s

exact test, P ¼ 0.008) (Supplementary Material, Table S6). Our ob-

servations suggested that, besides the critical gene PLP1, other

affected dosage-sensitive genes, especially those associated

with neurodevelopment, might also be functional and partially

contribute to variable phenotypes across PMD subjects.

Discussion

The aCGH and other array-based genome technologies are often

used clinically for CNV analyses. Clinical targeted aCGH is fre-

quently used for routine molecular diagnostics. However, these

approaches cannot show the detailed CNV structure, especially

the genomic orientations and base-pair resolution of breakpoint

junctions. To completely resolve the CNV genotype and fully

obtain CNV breakpoints at the base-pair level, efficient break-

point sequencing methods are needed.

PMD is a classic type of genomic disorder associated with

PLP1 duplications on the human X chromosome (36). Because of

complicated genome architecture such as paired LCRs, Alu and

LINE repeats at the PLP1 locus, PMD-associated CNVs are always

non-recurrent, i.e. varying in size, structure and genomic con-

tent across PMD patients (15). In addition, the conventional ap-

proach of CNV breakpoint analysis using long-range PCR is only

effective when the genomic structures can be anticipated (25).

Therefore, alternative techniques are required to resolve com-

plete structure and unanticipated complexity.

As previously reported, CNV breakpoint junctions can be

covered and enriched by custom-designed DNA capture array

(17,37,38). This strategy has also been employed, with modifica-

tions and improvements, in our cap-SMRT-seq method. For ex-

ample, a unique index sequence was added to the DNA library

for each subject, so that all the PMD samples can be pooled on

the same capture array. Considering the complicated genome

architecture at PLP1 and its flanking regions, we employed

the SMRT sequencing technology of Pacific Biosciences in

cap-SMRT-seq to obtain long sequencing reads for breakpoint

mapping. Notably, our cap-SMRT-seq is independent of prior

knowledge or hypothesis of rearrangement structure; therefore,

this method is applicable for CGRs and samples with complex

CNV patterns. This is a technical advantage over long-range

PCR, in which the hypothesized rearrangement structure is

required before assay design. Due to the high costs of DNA cap-

ture array and SMRT sequencing, our cap-SMRT-seq can be

applied when dozens of samples are ready for CNV breakpoint

analysis. In this study, the cap-SMRT-seq method failed to

Figure 5. CNV breakpoint sequencing revealed an inter-chromosomal rearrangement beyond genomic coverage of PLP1–targeting aCGH. Target aCGH results of

Subject J077 showed a complex structure of two interspersed duplications (DUP-NML-DUP) on Xq22. CNV breakpoint sequencing revealed that this complex CNV was

not limited to the human � chromosome but an inter-chromosomal rearrangement between Xq22 and 6q21. This finding was subsequently confirmed by the Agilent

human genome-wide aCGH assay. Besides the CNV complexities on Xq22, a 269-kb segment from 6q21 was also duplicated and inserted into Xq22 by a single re-

arrangement event. DUP, duplication; NML, normal.
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obtain breakpoint sequences in some of the PMD cases. It may

be due to the pooled DNA libraries of different PMD cases and

the diluted DNA fragments of patient-specific breakpoint junc-

tions before DNA capture.

For the CNV studies based on a small sample size or even

single case, our ALN-walking is a flexible option for breakpoint

sequencing. This method is inspired by a previous study on

virus integration using linker-mediated nested PCR (39). In our

ALN-walking method, three tandem breakpoint-specific

primers are specifically designed for each walking step with

breakpoint intervals. Furthermore, the Y-shaped linkers are

universal for any subject. During ALN-walking (Fig. 3), an asym-

metric linear amplification using single breakpoint-specific pri-

mer was used to enrich breakpoint sequences. AMPure beads

were used to purify the amplification products instead of agar-

ose gel electrophoresis isolation. We recommend LA Taq poly-

merase in the PCR system because this polymerase will add an

A deoxynucleotide to the 30 end of DNA fragments thus

Table 3. CNV contents reveled by breakpoint analyses in 49 subjects with PMD

Subject Length of gained

segment (kb)

Gained gene

Coding gene Dosage-sensitive

gene including PLP1

Additional dosage-sensitive

gene associated with neurodevelopment

J003 833 13 2 —

J007 814 13 2 —

J010 550 11 2 —

J016 608 12 2 —

J018 562 14 2 —

J019 5883 48 3 IL1RAPL2

J021 448 10 2 —

J026 244 7 2 —

J029 1005 12 3 IL1RAPL2

J031 4610 68 4 IL1RAPL2

J032 5491 53 3 IL1RAPL2

J033 183 5 2 —

J035 937 18 2 —

J038 422 8 2 —

J040 560 12 2 —

J041 841 20 2 —

J043 1823 29 2 —

J044 1387 26 2 —

J046 1448 15 2 —

J049 956 18 2 —

J050 905 13 3 CASK

J052 676 14 2 —

J057 165 5 2 —

J061 586 12 2 —

J064 282 7 2 —

J065 581 12 2 —

J068 389 17 2 —

J069 673 13 2 —

J077 975 18 3 —

J078 120 4 1 —

J079 344 8 1 —

J080 981 18 2 —

J082 417 10 2 —

J083 799 17 2 —

J084 246 7 2 —

J086 315 7 2 —

J089 1050 22 4 —

J090 644 13 2 —

J091 463 10 2 —

J095 552 11 2 —

J097 1176 18 2 —

J102 484 10 2 —

J103 459 9 2 —

J104 321 8 2 —

J107 524 9 2 —

J108 248 6 2 —

J109 875 12 2 —

JL21 33 519 137 12 DACH2, PCDH19, IL1RAPL2, MID2, AMMECR1, PAK3, DCX

L007 379 8 2 —
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producing an overhang end, which is needed in the subsequent

T-A cloning for blue-white selection. The insertional fragments

could be either breakpoint junctions or reference sequences

within breakpoint intervals. The ratios of breakpoint junctions

to reference sequences are summarized in Supplementary

Material, Table S7. Here we recommend that at least 20 inser-

tional fragments are required for each step of ALN-walking. The

largest breakpoint interval that we resolved in this study is

4.5 kb, which required six ALN-walking steps to reach the break-

point (Supplementary Material, Table S7). Therefore, ALN-

walking also fits the currently used human genome-wide aCGH

that can map CNV breakpoint intervals at the resolution of

�3kb. An additional advantage of ALN-walking is the low cost

for resolving CNV structures at the loci with complicated gen-

omic architecture, in comparison to the approaches bases on

high-depth whole-genome sequencing (40–43).

The complexities of PMD-associated CNVs have been com-

prehensively uncovered by efficient breakpoint sequencing

using cap-SMRT-seq and ALN-walking. In total, we identified

complex CNVs in 21 of 49 PMD subjects. As previously reported,

inverted repeats at the PLP1 locus can mediate complex CNVs

with the ‘DUP-TRP/INV-DUP’ structure (19). Similarly, we found

that the inverted repeats AA1a and BA1b were involved in six

PMD-associated CNVs with TRP (subject J007, J046, J061, J082,

J091 and J102) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Material, Table S4).

In addition, the inverted repeats F1 and F2 were associated

with the triplicated segment in subject J032 (Fig. 2 and

Supplementary Material, Table S4). All these seven CNVs with

TRP were mediated by inverted repeats and showed a structure

of ‘DUP-TRP/INV-DUP’ (19).

In the PMD cohort of this study, only subject JL21 is female.

Therefore, we excluded this case from our genotype–phenotype

correlation study. Generally, female individuals with PLP1 gene

duplications are only mutation carriers. However, the clinical

features of JL21 met criteria for the severe connatal form of PMD

(Table 1). For example, her first clinical evaluation at 14months

of age was global motor development delay and mental retard-

ation. She showed nystagmus at 3months of age. The ages of

early milestones were 6months of head control and 12months

of sitting without help. She also showed hypotonia. Brain MRI

indicated hypomyelination. She died of respiratory failure at

18month of age. The aCGH results showed that subject JL21 had

an extremely large (33.5Mb in length) duplication involving

PLP1 and many other genes in the human X chromosome (Fig. 2

and Table 3). Such a female PMD patient with large PLP1 dupli-

cation has also been previously reported (27). Intriguingly, we

also observed that PMD-associated CNVs affect more dosage-

sensitive genes in the severe PMD group than in the mild one.

In aggregate, all evidence suggested that, when PLP1 is the crit-

ical gene for the PMD phenotype, the other dosage-sensitive

genes and functional elements affected by PMD-associated

CNVs are also important modifying factors potentially respon-

sible for the variable clinical severities in PMD.

In conclusion, most (94%) of the PMD-associated CNV break-

point junctions that failed to be elucidated by long-range PCR

were successfully resolved at the base-pair level in this study.

The ALN-walking method was efficient and applicable for CGRs

in genomic disorders. The comprehensive sequence-based in-

formation of CNV structures can help uncover CNV mutagen-

esis and pathogenesis in PMD. Most importantly, the additional

dosage-sensitive genes (especially those involved in neurode-

velopment) affected by PMD-associated CNVs, were suggested

to aggravate the clinical severity of PMD.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Genomic DNAs were extracted from peripheral blood samples

of 48 male subjects and one female subject with PMD using the

DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (QIAGEN). This study was approved

by the institutional review boards of Peking University First

Hospital and School of Life Sciences at Fudan University.

Informed consents were obtained from each subject.

Figure 6. CNV distribution in the PMD subjects with variable clinical severity.

The PCSs are available for 41 subjects with PMD in this study. These subjects

can be categorized into two groups by PCS (scores 0–2 versus 3–5). Lower scores

reflect more severe clinical conditions of PMD. The CNV properties, including

length of gained segments (A), copy number gains of coding genes (B), dosage-

sensitive/DS genes (C) and their distributions in two subject groups were investi-

gated by the Mann-Whitney U test. The error bars show the medians with

interquartile ranges (A and B) and median with range (C). The asterisks indicate

the statistical significance (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01).
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High-resolution aCGH analysis of PMD-associated CNVs

PMD-associated PLP1 gene CNVs were initially identified by

MLPA using the P071 Kit (MRC Holland). High-resolution

PMD-target aCGH microarrays using probes spanning

ChrX:98,028,855-113,513,744 (GRCh37/hg19, 4 � 44 K) (27) or

ChrX:95,031,642-111,045,975 (GRCh37/hg19, 8 � 60 K) were de-

signed to interrogate the PLP1 gene and its flanking regions.

Probes were designed using the Agilent eArray tool. In addition,

Agilent 1 � 1M human genome-wide aCGH was used to confirm

the structural complexities beyond the coverage of our PMD-

target aCGH. Microarray hybridization and scanning was con-

ducted according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Agilent

Genomic Workbench (version 7.0) was used for aCGH analyses.

CNV breakpoint sequencing by long-range PCR and
sanger sequencing

For aCGH-based simple PLP1 duplications, PCR primers were de-

signed following the hypothesized tandem duplications and

their head-to-tail rearrangement structures (14,15). For aCGH-

based complex PLP1 CNVs, primers were designed to amplify

the unique breakpoint junctions based on various hypothesized

rearrangement structures (19). Long-range PCR was performed

using TaKaRa LA Taq polymerase and analyzed by Sanger

sequencing (44). DNA sequences were analyzed by comparing to

the human genome reference assembly (GRCh37/hg19) with the

BLAT tool from the UCSC Genome Browser.

CNV breakpoint sequencing by cap-SMRT-seq

DNA capture array (NimbleGen, Roche) was designed to enrich

breakpoint intervals and their 2-kb flanking regions (17,38). Any

breakpoint mapped within genomic LCRs were excluded from

capture targets. Subject DNA libraries were constructed accord-

ing to the Rapid Library Preparation Method Manual (version GS

FLXþ Series-XLþ, May 2011). Target fragments were enriched by

microarray hybridization, wash and elution according to

NimbleGen Arrays User’s Guide (version 3.2). The post-capture

products were amplified by linker primers and then used to con-

struct an emulsion PCR (emPCR) library according to GS FLX

Titanium emPCR Method Manual (version April 2009). The

emPCR products were sequenced by SMRT system (Pacific

Biosciences). Breakpoint junction sequences were selected as

follows. (i) Quality control on raw sequencing data: the number

of bases with quality < 20 does not exceed 30% of the total num-

ber of bases in one read; and reads do not contain N bases.

(ii) Cut off 300-bp segments of each end of reads longer than

1000bp, and treat them as like-paired-end dataset; reads

shorter than 1000 bp were grouped into a single-end dataset.

(iii) Map like-paired-end and single-end data to the human gen-

ome reference assembly using aligner BLAT and BWA, respect-

ively (45,46). For analysis of single-end data, we detected

breakpoints from the single-end dataset via the split read

method (47). Any breakpoint identified by cap-SMRT-seq was

verified by Sanger sequencing.

CNV breakpoint sequencing by ALN-walking

The technical principle of ALN-walking is shown in Figure 3. For

each subject, one microgram of genomic DNAs are sheared by

Hydroshear (DIGILAB) into fragments of 2–3kb in size. DNA li-

brary construction is according to the instructions of TruSeq

DNA Sample Preparation Guide (Illumina, version July 2012).

Breakpoint-specific primers (BP) were designed in the

breakpoint-flanking regions within copy-number gained seg-

ments (48). Three adjacent tandem BPs are needed for each step

of ALN-walking. Linker-specific primers (LP) are designed within

one of the linkers and can be used as universal primers for all

breakpoints. The melting temperatures of BPs should be ap-

proximate to those of LPs. The ALN-walking system and PCR

program is shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S3. After

size selection of PCR products, only the fragments of >1kb were

kept. Blue-white selection is used to separate the enrichment

products. White clones are selected to amplify the insertional

fragments using primers BP-3 and LP-2 with TaKaRa LA Taq

polymerase (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Material, Table S2). The

amplification products are analyzed by Sanger sequencing and

comparing to the human genome reference assembly with the

BLAT tool from the UCSC Genome Browser. If no breakpoint se-

quence but only reference sequences are obtained in 20 or more

clones, a forward step of ALN-walking within the breakpoint

interval using three new breakpoint-specific primers (BP-10, BP-

20 and BP-30) are needed until the breakpoint junction is ob-

tained (Figs 1 and 3).

Interpretation of CNVmutational mechanisms

The mutational mechanisms of CNVs were investigated based

on the sequence characteristics of breakpoint junctions. Blunt

ends in the breakpoint junctions suggested the NHEJ mechan-

ism. Microhomology of breakpoint ends suggested the mechan-

ism of MMBIR or NHEJ. Alu-Alu mediated and LINE-mediated

rearrangements could be identified by observing paired Alu and

LINE repeats at breakpoint ends. The junctions located in LCR

pairs could be caused by BIR, a homologous recombination

mechanism to repair single-ended double-stranded breaks in a

replication fork. For simple tandem duplications, only one of

the above mechanisms was involved in a single mutation event.

Nevertheless, for complex duplications with more than one

breakpoint junction, different mechanisms could be involved in

one mutation event.

Clinical severity and phenotypic classification in PMD

Detailed clinical information was available for 41 of our 49 sub-

jects with PMD (Table 1). All 41 subjects had a clinical evaluation

that included age of disease onset, head control, sitting, simple

language expression and other symptoms with convulsion, dys-

kinesia, dysphagia, joint contracture, stridor, tremor and regres-

sion. Clinical severity of each PMD subject was investigated

based on the PCS (Supplementary Material, Table S5) that was

modified from the previous studies (26,49–51). PCS ranges from

0 to 5 in this study. Low PCS meant severe clinical phenotype.

Statistical Analyses

The Mann-Whitney U test was used to examine the difference

of CNV properties including length of gained segments and

copy of gained genes between the PMD groups with variable

clinical phenotypes. The Fisher’s exact test was used to exam-

ine the distribution difference of copy-number gains of

neurodevelopment-related dosage-sensitive genes between the

PMD groups with variable clinical phenotypes. Differences were

considered statistically significant when P < 0.05.
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